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VII. On Stresses in Rarified Gases arising from Inequalities of Temperature.

By J. Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S., Professor of Experimental Physics in the

University of Cambridge.

Received March. 19,—Read April 11, 1878.

1. In this paper I have followed the method given in my paper " On the Dynamical

Theory of Gases" (Phil. Trans., 1867, p. 49). I have shown that when inequalities of

temperature exist in a gas, the pressure at a given point is not the same in all

directions, and that the difference between the maximum and the minimum pressure

at a point may be of considerable magnitude when the density of the gas is small

enough, and when the inequalities of temperature are produced by small* solid bodies

at a higher or lower temperature than the vessel containing the gas.

2. The nature of this stress may be thus defined:—Let the distance from a given

point, measured in a given direction, be denoted by h ; then the space-variation of the

cW
temperature for a point moving along this line will be denoted by — , and the space-

variation of this quantity along the same line by—

.

There will, in general, be a particular direction of the line h for which — is a
Ctlb

maximum, another for which it is a minimum, and a third for which it is a maximum-

minimum. These three directions are at right angles to each other, and are the

* The dimensions of the bodies must be of the same order of magnitude as a certain length A-, which

may be denned as the distance travelled by a molecule with its mean velocity during the time of

relaxation of the medium.

The time of relaxation is the time in which inequalities of stress would disappear if the rate at which

they diminish were to continue constant. Hence

\wpj p \7rpp

2\*.

wpp)

On the hypothesis that the encounters between the molecules resemble those between " rigid elastic
"

spheres, the free path of a molecule between two successive encounters has a definite meaning, and if I is

its mean value,

2 \2ppJ 8

So that the mean path of a molecule may be taken as representing what we mean by " small."

If the force between the molecules is supposed to be a continuous function of the distance, the free path

of a molecule has no longer a definite meaning, and we must fall back on the quantity \, as defined above.
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axes of principal stress at the given point; and the part of the stress arising from

inequalities of temperature is, in each of these principal axes,

where /x is the coefficient of viscosity, p the density, and 6 the absolute temperature,

3. Now for dry air at 15° C, jjl=1'9 X 10""4 in centimetre-gramme-second measure,

3/-1
3 1

and —^=--0 ,

315, where p is the pressure, the unit of pressure being one dyne per
pu p

square centimetre, or nearly one millionth part of an atmosphere.

If a sphere of 2a centimetres in diameter is T degrees centigrade hotter than the air

at large distances from it, then, when there is a steady flow of heat, the temperature

at a distance of r centimetres from the centre will be

v—- Ur\ "T* , and -j
—— o .

Hence, at a distance of r centimetres from the centre of the sphere, the pressure in

To,
the direction of the radius arising from inequality of temperature will be -7.0*63

dynes per square centimetre.

4. In Mr. Orookes' experiments the pressure, fi,
was often so small that this

stress would be capable, if it existed alone, of producing rapid motion in a radiometer.

Indeed, if we were to consider only the normal part of the stress exerted on solid

bodies immersed in the gas, most of the phenomena observed by Mr. Crookes could

be readily explained.

5. Let us take the case of two small bodies symmetrical with respect to the axis

joining their centres of figure. If both bodies are warmer than the air at a distance

from them, then, in any section perpendicular to the axis joining their centres, the

point where it cuts this line will have the highest temperature, and there will be a

flow of heat outwards from this axis in all directions.

d?9
Hence — will be positive for the axis, and it will be a line of maximum pressure,

so that the bodies will repel each other.

If both bodies are colder than the air at a distance, everything will be reversed

;

the axis will be a line of minimum pressure, and the bodies will attract each other.

If one body is hotter and the other colder than the air at a distance, the effect will

be smaller, and it will depend on the relative sizes of the bodies, and on their exact

temperatures, whether the action is attractive or repulsive.

6. If the bodies are two parallel disks very near to each other, the central parts

will produce very little effect, because between the disks the temperature varies

uniformly, and ~—^=Q. Only near the edges will there be any stress arising from

inequality of temperature in the gas.
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7. If the bodies are encircled by a ring having its axis in the line joining the

bodies, then the repulsion between the two bodies, when they are warmer than the

air in general, may be converted into attraction by heating the ring so as to produce a

flow of heat inwards towards the axis.

8. If a body in the form of a cup or bowl is warmer than the air, the distribution

of temperature in the surrounding gas is similar to the distribution of electric potential

near a body of the same form, which has been investigated by Sir W. Thomson. Near

d?6
the convex surface the value of —^ is nearly the same as if the body had been a

1
complete sphere, namely 2T— , where T is the excess of temperature, and a is the

CO

radius of the sphere. Near the concave surface the variation of temperature is

exceedingly small.

Hence the normal pressure will be greater on the convex surface than on the con-

cave surface, and if we were to neglect the tangential pressures we might think this

an explanation of the motion of Mr. Orookes' cups.

Since the expressions for the stress are linear as regards the temperature, everything

will be reversed when the cup is colder than the surrounding air.

9. In a spherical vessel, if the two polar regions are made hotter than the equatorial

zone, the pressure in the direction of the axis will be greater than that parallel to the

equatorial plane, and the reverse will be the case if the polar regions are made colder

than the equatorial zone.

10. All such explanations of the observed phenomena must be subjected to careful

criticism. They have been obtained by considering the normal stresses alone, to the

exclusion of the tangential stresses, and it is much easier to
\

give an elementary

exposition of the former than of the latter. If, however, we go on to calculate the

forces acting on any portion of the gas in virtue of the stresses on its surface, we find

that when the flow of heat is steady, these forces are in equilibrium. Mr. Crookes

tells us that there is no molar current or wind in his radiometer vessels. It is not

easy to prove this by experiment, but it is satisfactory to find that the system of

stresses here described as arising from inequalities of temperature will not, when the

flow of heat is steady, generate currents.

11. -Consider, then, the case in which there are no currents of gas but a steady flow

of heat, the condition of which is

clW . d?e
,
clW „

dx% dy% dz2

(In the absence of external forces such as gravity, and if the gas in contact with solid

bodies does not slide over them, this is alwa.ys a solution of the equations, and it is

the only permanent solution.) In this case the equations of motion show that every

particle of the gas is in equilibrium under the stresses acting on it. Hence, any finite

portion of the gas is also in equilibrium ; also, since the stresses are linear functions of

MDCCCLXXIX. 2 II
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the temperature, if we superpose one system of temperatures on another, we also

superpose the corresponding systems of forces.

Now the system of temperatures due to a solid sphere of uniform temperature

immersed in the gas, cannot of itself give rise to any force tending to move the sphere

in one direction rather than in another. Let the sphere be placed within the finite

portion of gas which, as we have said, is already in equilibrium. The equilibrium will

not be disturbed. We may introduce any number of spheres at different temperatures

into the portion of gas, so as to form a body of any shape, heated in any manner, and

when the flow of heat has become steady the whole system will be in equilibrium.

12. How, then, are we to account for the observed fact that forces act between solid

bodies immersed in rarified gases, and this, apparently, as long as inequalities of

temperature are maintained %

I think we must look for an explanation in the phenomenon discovered in the case

of liquids by Helmholtz and Piotrowski,* and for gases by Kundt and Warburg,t

that the fluid in contact with the surface of a solid must slide over it with a finite

velocity in order to produce a finite tangential stress.

The theoretical treatment of the boundary conditions between a gas and a solid is

difficult, and it becomes more difficult if we consider that the gas close to the surface

is probably in an unknown state of condensation. We shall therefore accept the

results obtained by Kundt and Warburg on their experimental evidence.

They have found that the velocity of sliding of the gas over the surface due to a

given tangential stress varies inversely as the pressure.
o

The coefficient of sliding for air on glass was found to be G==- centimetres, where p

is the pressure in millionths of an atmosphere. Hence at ordinary pressures G is

insensible, but in the vessels exhausted by Mr. Crookes it may be considerable.

Hence, if close to the surface of a solid there is a tangential stress S acting on a

surface parallel to that of the body in a direction h parallel to that surface, there will

also be a sliding of the gas in contact with the solid over its surface in the direction h
SG-

with a finite velocity =—

.

13. I have not attempted to enter on the calculation of the effect of this sliding

motion, but it is easy to see that if we begin with the case in which there is no

sliding, the instantaneous effect of permission being given to the gas to slide must be

to diminish the action of all tangential stresses on the surface, without affecting the

normal stresses, and in course of time to set up currents sweeping over the surfaces

of solid bodies, thus completely destroying the simplicity of our first solution of the

problem

.

1 4. When external forces, such as gravity, act on the gas, and when the thermal

phenomena produce differences of density in different parts of the vessel, then the well-

* Wiener Sitzb., xl., 1860, p. 607. f Pogg. Ann., civ., 1875, p. 337.
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known convection currents are set up. These also interfere with the simplicity of the

problem and introduce very complicated effects. AH that we know is that the rarer

the gas and the smaller the vessel the less is the effect of the convection currents, so

that in Mr. Crookes' experiments they play a very small part.

We now proceed to the calculations :

—

(1.) Encounter betiveen two Molecules.

The motion of the two molecules after an encounter depends on their motion before

the encounter, and is capable of being determined by purely dynamical methods. If

the encounter of the molecules does not cause rotation or vibration in the individual

molecules, then the kinetic energy of the centres of mass of the two molecules must

be the same after the encounter as it was before.

This will be true on the average, even if the molecules are complex systems capable

of rotation and internal vibration, provided the temperature is constant. If, however,

the temperature is rising, the internal energy of the molecules is, on the whole,

increasing, and therefore the energy of translation of their centres of mass must be,

on an average, diminishing at every encounter. The reverse will be the case if the

temperature is falling.

But however important this consideration may be in the theory of specific heat and

that of the conduction of heat, it has only a secondary bearing on the question of the

stresses in the medium ; and as it would introduce great complexity and much guess-

work into our calculations, I shall suppose that the gas here considered is one the

molecules of which do not take up any sensible amount of energy in the form of

internal motion. Kundt and Warburg* have shown that this is the case with

mercury gas.

Let the masses of the molecules be M
x
and M3, and their velocity-components

fi> Vi> C\> an(l &> V& £2 respectively. Let V be the velocity of M
x
relative to M3 .

Before the encounter let a straight line be drawn through M
x
parallel to V, and let

a perpendicular b be drawn from M
3 to this line. The magnitude and direction of

b and V will be constant as long as the motion is undisturbed.

During the encounter the two molecules act on each other. If the force acts in the

line joining their centres of mass, the product 6V will remain constant, and if the

force is a function of the distance, V and therefore b will be of the same magnitude

after the encounter as before it, but their directions will be turned in the plane of

V and b through an angle 20, this angle being a function of b and V, which vanishes

for values of b greater than the limit of molecular action. Let the plane through V
and b make an angle <£ with the plane through V parallel to x, then all values of

<f>

are equally probable.

Jf %{ be the value of ^ after the encounter,

* Pogg. Ann., civil., 1876, p. 353.

2 h 2
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^=ft+l^(fe"^)2sin^H-[(%-^ 1)

3+(C3-C1 )

3
]
i sm2^cos^) .. . (1)

M
When the two molecules are of the same kind, :-=—~-=|, and in the present

investigation of a single gas we shall assume this to be the ease.

If we use the symbol 8 to indicate the increment of any quantity due to an

encounter, and if we remember that all values of
(f>

are equally probable, so that the

average value of cos
<f>
and of cos3

<f>
is zero, and that of cos3

<j> is -|, we find

8&+6) -0 (2)

8(tf+&)= -[3(&-&y-Y*]Bm»Ocoa»0 (3)

8(6
8+68)=-|(6+ 6)[S(6-fi) S-V8]siii^coS^ (4)

From these by transformation of coordinates we find

§(^i+^)^~ 3 (&~fi)(%-^i) sin^ cos^
(
5
)

^(^+4)(6^3+V3)]sin^cos^ . . (6)

+ 4%4+4%Ci)]sins ^cos^ • . (7)

[Application of Spherical Harmonics to the Theory of Gases.

If we suppose the direction of the velocity of M.
l
relative to M2

to be indicated by

the position of a point P on a sphere, which we may call the sphere of reference, then

the direction of the relative velocity after the encounter will be indicated by a point

P', the angular distance PP' being 20, so that the point P' lies in a small circle, every

position in which is equally probable.

We have to calculate the effect of an encounter upon certain functions of the six

velocity-components of the two molecules. These six quantities may be expressed in

terms of the three velocity-components of the centre of mass of the two molecules (say

u, v
9
w), the relative velocity of M

x
with respect to M

2
which we call V, and the two

angular coordinates which indicate the direction, of V. During the encounter, the

quantities u, v, w, and V remain the same, but the angular coordinates are altered

from those of P to those of P' on the sphere of reference.

Whatever be the form of the function of £l9
rj

l9 £1? £2 , rj2, £2, we may consider it

expressed in the form of a series of spherical harmonics of the angular coordinates,

their coefficients being functions of u
9
v

9
w

9
V, and we have only to determine the effect

of the encounter upon the value of the spherical harmonics, for their coefficients are

not changed.
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Let Y{n) be the value at P of the surface harmonic of order n in the series con-

sidered.

After the encounter, the corresponding term becomes what Y(n) becomes at the point

P', and since all positions of P' in a circle whose centre is P are equally probable, the

mean value of the function after the encounter must depend on the mean value of the

spherical harmonic in this circle.

Now the mean value of a spherical harmonic of order n in a circle, the cosine of whose

radius is /x, is equal to the value of the harmonic at the pole of the circle multiplied by

P(%)
(/x), the zonal harmonic of order n

9
and amplitude /x.

Hence, after the encounter, Y{n) becomes Y(w)P(?l)
(/x), and if Fn is the corresponding

part of the function to be considered, and $Fn the increment of Fn arising from the

enoounter, 8F»=F,(F*W -1).
,

This is the mean increment of Fw arising from an encounter in which cos 20=fjL.

The rate of increment is to be found from this by multiplying it by the number of

encounters of each molecule per second in which p lies between /x, and fL^-dp, and

integrating for all values of /x from —1 to +1.

This operation requires, in general, a knowledge of the law of force between the

molecules, and also a knowledge of the distribution of velocity among the molecules.

When, as in the present investigation, we suppose both the molecules to be of the

same kind, and take both molecules into account in the final summation, the spherical

harmonics of odd orders will disappear, so that if we restrict our calculations to

functions of not more than three dimensions, the effect of the encounters will depend

on harmonics of the second order only, in which case P (2)
(ju)— l=f(ju2— l)=f sin2 20.

—Note added May, 1879.]

(2.) Number of Encounters in unit of Time.

We now abandon the dynamical method and adopt the statistical method. Instead

of tracing the path of a single molecule and determining the effects of each encounter

on its velocity-components and their combinations, we fix our attention on a particular

element of volume, and trace the changes in the average values of such combinations

of components for all the molecules which at a given instant happen to be within it.

The problem which now presents itself may be stated thus: to determine the dis-

tribution of velocities among the molecules of any element of the medium, the current-

velocity and the temperature of the medium being given in terms of the coordinates

and the time. The only case in which this problem has been actually solved is that

in which the medium has attained to its ultimate state, in which the temperature is

uniform and there are no currents.

Denoting by
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the number of molecules of the kind M
x
which at a given instant are within the

element of volume dxdydz, and whose velocity-components lie between the limits

£±2<^£ V^-k^V £±W& Boltzmann has shown that the function /i must satisfy the

equation

+ \\\d^d7]2dUbdb\dfV(f1fi-fl'f2
')=0 (8)

» j j

wheref&fi,/^ denote what /becomes when in place of the velocity-components of M
1

before the encounter we put those of M2
before the encounter, and those of M

x
and

M
3 after the encounter, respectively, and the integration is extended to all values of <j>

and b and of £2 , rjo, £2 , the velocity-components of the second molecule M2 .

It is impossible, in general, to perform this integration without a knowledge, not

only of the law of force between the molecules, but of the form of the functionsfvf2 ,

fi'tfz, which have themselves to be found by means of the equation.

It is only for particular cases, therefore, that the equation has hitherto been solved.

If the medium is surrounded by a surface through which no communication of

energy can take place, then one solution of the equation is given by the conditions

J1J2JIJ2 = ®>

and

which give

where \jjl
is the potential of the force whose components are X 1? Y l9

Z
l9

and A
l
is a

constant which may be different for each kind of molecules in the medium, but h is

the same for all kinds of molecules.

This is the complete solution of this problem, and is independent of any hypothesis

as to the manner in which the molecules act on each other during an encounter. The

quantity h which occurs in this expression may be determined by finding the mean

value of f
2
, which is —. Now in the kinetic theory of gases,

Jill

p^—p—^pQ (!0)

where p is the pressure, p the density, 6 the absolute temperature, and. R a constant

for a driven gas. Hence
1
_~_~ —_. XvU . * • • • • » • • • 111)
Jtl

We shall suppose, however, with Boltzman^", that in a medium in which there are

inequalities of temperature and of velocity
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cM=N(l+F(^9)/(^,0^£M£ (
12

)

where F is a rational function of £, 77, £, which we shall suppose not to contain terms

of more than three dimensions, and/ is the same function as in equation (9).

Now consider two groups of molecules, each defined by the velocity-components,

and let the two groups be distinguished by the suffixes
(x)

and Q. We have to

estimate the number of encounters of a given kind between these two groups in a

unit of volume in the time St, those encounters only being considered for which the

limits of b and
<f>

are b ±i|<i& and <£± g^«
Let us first suppose that both groups consist of mere geometrical points which do

not interfere with each other's motion. The group dN
x

is moving through the group

dN2 with the relative velocity V, and we have to find how many molecules of the

first group approach a molecule of the second group in a manner which would, if the

molecules acted on each other, produce an encounter of the given kind. This will be

the case for every molecule of the first group which passes through the area bdbdcj) in

the time St. The number of such molecules is dN\Vbdbd(f>St for every molecule of

the second group, so that the whole number of pairs which pass each other within the

given limits is

Ybdbdtjxm^cfit,

and if we take the time St small enough, this will be the number of encounters of the

real molecules in the time St.

(3.) Effect of the Encounters.

We have next to estimate the effect of these encounters on the average values of

different functions of the velocity-components. The effect of an individual encounter

on these functions for the pair of molecules concerned is given in equations (3), (4), (5),

(6), (7), each of which is of the form

SP=Q sin3 cos3 (13)

where P and Q are functions of the velocity-components of the two molecules, and if

we write P for the average value of P for the N molecules in unit of volume, then

taking the sum of the effects of the encounters

—

2SP=NSP (14)

We thus find

SP=N£, —— || 1 1
Q sin3 6 cos3 dYbdbd^f^d^d^d^d^dyj^dt^ . . • (15)

Now, since 6 is a function of b and V, the definite integral

V \b sin2 cos2 0dbcUf>=B (16)

will be a function of V only.
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If the molecules are " rigid-elastic " spheres of diameter s,

B=i7TsW . . (17)

If they repel each other with a force inversely as the fifth power of the distance, so

that at a distance r the force is /cr~5
, then

B=(1)a3 (18)

where A2 is the numerical quantity 1*3682. In this case B is independent of V.

The experiments of 0. E. Meyer,* Ktjndt and Warburg^ Puluj,J Von Ober-

mayer,§ Eirhard Wiedemann,
||
and Holman,1T show that the viscosity of air varies

according to a lower power of the absolute temperature than the first, probably the

0*77 power. If the viscosity had varied as the first power of the absolute temperature,

B would have been independent of V. Though this is not the case, we shall assume,

for the sake of being able to effect the integrations, that B is independent of V.

We shall find it convenient to write for B,

B=4 <
i9

>

where p is the hydrostatic pressure, N the number of molecules in unit of volume,

and fx a new coefficient which we shall afterwards find to be the coefficient of viscosity.

Equation (15) may now be written

%=fJM ^fif^^Vi^di^dC, (20)

where the integrations are all between the limits — oo and + <x> , and fY
and f% are of

the Torm

/=(l+ F(^,7
?
,0)^^~^ +^ +^ (21)

F (£ 7), £) being small compared with unity.

We may write F in the form

+iPWt+W^+W¥v+*Py£vQ (22)

where each combination of the symbols afiy is to be taken as a single independent

symbol, and not as a product of the component symbols.

* Pogg. Ann., 1873, Bd. 148, p. 222.

t Pogg. Ann,, 1876, Bd. 159, p. 403.

% Wiener Sitz., 1874 and 1876.

§ Wiener Sitz., 1875.

||
Arch, des Sci. Phjs. et Nat., 1876, t. 56, p. 273.

% American Academy of Arts and Sciences, June 14, 1876. Phil. Mag., s. 5, vol. 3, No. 16, Feb., 1877,
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(4.) Mean Values of Combinations of g, rj, £.

To find the mean value of any function of £, ??, £ for all the molecules in the element,

we must multiply this function by/, and integrate with respect to £ 77, and £.

If the non-exponential factor of any term contains an odd power of any of the vari-

ables, the corresponding part of the integral will vanish, but if it contains only even

powers, each even power, such as 2n, will introduce a factor

K*0*(2tt— l)(2w— 3) . . 3-1

into the corresponding part of the integral.

First, let the function be 1, then

fdgd v d£ . . (23)

or

which gives the condition

l^l+l^+^+y2
) (24)

*3+/33+y3=0 (25)

Let us next find the mean value of £ in the same way, denoting the result by the

symbol £,.

^=(Re)la+^+a^+af)'] (26)

Since in what follows we shall denote the velocity-components of each molecule by

w+£ v-\-r), w+£, where u
9

v, w are the velocity-components of the centre of mass of

all the molecules within the element, it follows that the mean values of £, 77, £ are each

of them zero. We thus obtain the equations

/m(*2
/3+/3

3+£y)= V (27)

y+i(*V+/3V+r
3)=0-

Remembering these conditions, we find that the mean values of combinations of two,

three, and four dimensions are of the forms

e =r*(i+«»)1
f • » • . » * • • • \ ^O

J

b] =R0«/8
J

V
^

m 3 3
^

!a l

fr? =(K0)**l& y (29)

MDCCCLXXTX. 2 I
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J* =3R3^(l+ 2«2
)

IV=R2^y8y

(30)

(5.) Hates of Decay of these Mean Values.

If any term of Q in equation (20) contains symbols belonging to one group alone

of the molecules, the corresponding term of the integral may be found from the above

table, but if it contains symbols belonging to both groups we must consider the

sextuple integral (20). But we shall not find it necessary to do this for terms of

not more than three dimensions, for in these, if both groups of symbols occur, the index

of one of them must be odd, and the integral vanishes.

We thus find from equations (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7)

ias = ^laz
(31)

bt fJb

|ay8 = -£«£ (32)
01 fJb

|*» =\^(-2a?+a^+*f) (33)
Ot &i jjj

f-a£3=^(a3_ 8a/3S+ ay2) (34)
ot b ^ '

'

ot,f3y=—---aj3y (35)

[Any rational homogeneous function of f rj £ is either a solid harmonic, or a solid

harmonic multiplied by a positive integral power of (£
3
+??

3+£2
)5 or may be expressed

as the sum of a number of terms of these forms,

If we express any one of these terms as a function of u, v, w
9
V and the angular

coordinates of V, we can determine the rate of change of each of the spherical har-

monics of the angular coordinates.

If we then transform the expression back to its original form as a function of

£i> Vi> £u £& V%> £& and if we add the corresponding functions for both molecules, we

shall obtain an expression for the rate of change of the original function.

Thus among the terms of two dimensions we have the five conjugate solid harmonics
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1

o

The rate of Increase of each of these arising from the encounters of the molecules is

found by multiplying it by — -. We may therefore call - the " modulus of the time

of relaxation " of this class of functions.

The function |
3
+?f+£s

is not changed by the encounters.

Homogeneous functions of three dimensions are either solid harmonics of the third

order or solid harmonics of the first order multiplied by ^p+^+C^ or combinations

of these.

«

1879.]
2 p

That of £ 77, or £, multiplied by £*+yf+Z? is r—

.

The time modulus for solid harmonics of the third order is - A—Note added May,

(6.) ^f<?c* of External Forces,

The only effect of external forces is expressed by equations of the form

™ -y /^ft\

bt

The average values of £ rj, £ and their combinations are not affected by external

ioi ces.

(7.) Variation of Mean Values within an Element of Volume.

We have employed the symbol 8 to denote the variation of any quantity within an

element, arising either from encounters between molecules or from the action of

external forces.

There is a third way, however, in which a variation may occur, namely, by molecules

entering the element or leaving it, carrying their properties with them.

"We shall use the symbol b to denote the actual variation within a specified element.

If MQ is the average value of any quantity for each molecule within the element,

then the quantity in unit of volume is pQ. We have to trace the variation of pQ.

We begin with an element of volume moving with the velocity-components U, Y, W,

then by the ordinary investigation of the " equation of continuity
5 '

^Qp]+|[Q(«+^-TJ)]+|rQ(^+^-V)]+|[Q(^+^-W)]=P|Q . . (37)

If after performing the differentiations we make TJ=u
9
Y=v,W=to, the equation

becomes for an element moving with the velocity (u, % w)

2 I 2
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bt

(fiOf frO 1

) fiOflx ft fa ft cs

&+%+ &j+^Q^+^Q^+^>Q^=^Q - • •
(38)

(8.) Equation of Density.

Let us first make Q=l, then, since the mass of a molecule is invariable, the

equation becomes

bt ' \dx ay dz J

which is the ordinary " equation of continuity."

Eliminating by means of this equation the second term of the general equation

(38) we obtain the more convenient form—

-

(9.) Equations of Motion*

Putting Q=^+£ this equation becomes

^+^p^+J^^+4^^=^X *

•-••••
(
41

)

where any combination of the symbols £ rj, £ is to be taken as the average value of

that combination.

Substituting their values as given in (28)

bib
f

.p d

bt dx £&-w)+|&*fl+|.^E7y)+E 7>fcUi(pM)+i%) =pX. . . . (42)

which is one of the three ordinary equations of motion of a medium in which stresses

exist.

(10.) Terms of Two Dimensions.

Put Q=(^~f^)2
, Since the resulting equation is true whatever be the values of

Uy % w, we may, after differentiation, put each of these quantities equal to zero. We
shall thus obtain the same result which we might have obtained by elimination between

this and the former equations. We find

^+^B

S+ 2^|+ 2^£+|("f3)+|(^)+l>«)=4f»- (43)

or by substituting the mean values of these quantities from (29)
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+K*
7 7 7

dx dz

IlpW
. ^i2 • • • [44)

with two other equations of similar form.

Similarly we obtain by putting Q=(«+f)(*+,)

^wMs+S)
-\-p6\ OL

2
d#

da;

rdv ,
dy , ~d% o0d^ . A diA

+R1 '
(p6^^

3
y8)+^ (/> <9

f^2
)
+~ (p

6>fa/3y)
da? d

Rp3^

M
a/3 • • • \ TCw /

with two other equations of like form for /3y and ya.

(11.) Terms of Three Dimensions.

bu

bt

Putting Q=(w+£) 3 and in the final equation making u=v=w=0 and eliminating

by (41) we find

bt XA/Jj dz

+TM")+i}p^ni{PH)
CvJO

3£2

dz

(p^) +fy(p(ti)+7jj>££)LhiAj dz
p-e * « • » • i 4x v/ I

which gives

Wp~(^)+3p{U6f(a^+ a*p
d
2+a?y

dU

bt dx dz

+3R2p^+SWPe(**f+*pf-+ayf)+ 3RVrO*2
*)

-3RW

dz.

d
{pM)+l(pW)+i(p0«y)

dm

dx dz
=p(R0)4^(-2a3+a/3a+ay3

) . (47)
U JJb

Since the combinations of ot/3y represent small numerical quantities, we may at this

stage of the calculation, when we are dealing with terms of the third order, neglect

terms involving them, except when they are multiplied by the large coefficient p/p.

The equation may then be written approximately :

—
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3Wpd
d
^=p(R0)^I(- 2«3+ a/3

?'+ af) (48)

Similarly, by putting Q= (^+f) (^+^)
2
, we obtain the approximate equation

WPe
Ci=p(W)^-8a^+af) . . .

dx
9 » » 9

and in the same way we find

(12.) Approximate Values of Terms of Three Dimensions.

(49)

Wp^=p(M)^(**+a{?~8*f) ....... (50)

From equations (48), (49), and (50), we find

a3.

2f\ejdx'
aP-ar-

Sji/nvde

2p\0j dx

-\

From which by substitution we obtain

/6
3=~

r

9 /*/R\W
2p\6jdy'

9 p/Wdd
2 pU/ rfe'

a2j3=py*=-

a2y=/3iy= —

3 /*/B\W

2j?\0/ &

(51)

The value of a/3y is of a smaller order of magnitude, and we do not require it in

this investigation.

(13.) Equation of Temperature.

Adding the three equations of the form (44), and omitting terms containing small

quantities of two dimensions, and also products of differential coefficients such as

da dO n ,

(52)

The first term of the second member represents the rate of increase of temperature

due to conduction of heat, as in Fourier's Theory, and the second term represents the

increase of temperature due to increase of density. We must remember that the gas

here considered is one for which the ratio of the specific heats is 1*66,
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(14.) Stresses in the Gas.

Subtracting one-third of the sum of the three equations from (44), we obtain

p*--2Pfa+ s^+ dy+te)+ ^ • • (03)

This equation gives the excess of the normal pressure in x above the mean hydro-

static pressure p. The first two terms of the second member represent the effect of

viscosity in a moving fluid, and are identical with those given by Professor Stokes

(Cambridge Transactions, vol. viii., 1845, p. 297). The last two terms represent the

part of the stress which arises from inequality of temperature, which is the special

subject of this paper.

There are two other equations of similar form for the normal stresses in y and z.

The tangential stress in the plane xy is given by the equation

fdu dv\ p* d?e , .

^="H¥+ SJ+ 8^*% '
.

' ' ( }

There are two other equations of similar form for the tangential stresses in the

planes of yz and zx.

(15.) Final Equations of Motion.

We are now prepared to complete the equations of motion by inserting in (42) the

values of the quantities oft, a/3, ay, and we find for the equation in x

bu dp fdht dht, dhu\ 1 d fdu dv di&

^ +
2 P dx\dv*

+
di/
+ dzy~~

pX ....••• (85;

If we write

P ~P+ S^\dx+ dy+ da)
+

2 Pe\dst?
+

dy*
+ d&) (

'

~p+ 5e bt 15 p u •
•

* '
^''

or, if the pressure^ is constant, so that pb9-{-6bp=§

, ,10 Lb b6 . x

P=p+Te* (58 )

then the equation (55) may be written

bio dp' fdhi dho dho\ v^+& _^+^+^)=^x (
59

)
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If there are no external forces such as gravity, then one solution of the equations is

u=v=w=0, p^constant,

and if the boundary conditions are such that this solution is consistent with them, it

will become the actual solution as soon as the initial motions, if any exist, have

subsided. This will be the case if no slipping is possible between the gas and solid

bodies in contact with it.

But if such slipping is possible, then wherever in the above solution there is a

tangential stress in the gas at the surface of a solid or liquid, there cannot be equi-

librium, but the gas will begin to slide over the surface till the velocity of sliding has

produced a frictional i*esistance equal and opposite to the tangential stress. When
this is the case the motion may become steady. I have not, however, attempted to

enter into the calculation of the state of steady motion.

I have recently applied the method of spherical harmonics, as described in the

notes to sections (1) and (5), to carrying the approximations two orders higher. I

expected that this would have involved the calculation of two new quantities, namely,

the rates of decay of spherical harmonics of the fourth and sixth orders, but I found

that, to the order of approximation required, all harmonics of the fourth and sixth

orders may be neglected, so that the rate of decay of harmonics of the second order,

the time-modulus of which is fi-r-p, determines the rate of decay of all functions of less

than 6 dimensions.

The equations of motion, as here given (equation 55) contain the second derivatives

of u 9 v, w, with respect to the coordinates, with the coefficient /a. I find that in

the more approximate expression there is a term containing the fourth derivatives of

u
9
v, w, with the coefficient /x

3
-r-£p.

The equations of motion also contain the third derivatives of 9 with the coefficient

H?-r-p9. Besides these terms, there is another set consisting of the fifth derivatives

of 6 with the coefficient ^-i-p^pO.

It appears from the investigation that the condition of the successful use of this

d d
method of approximation is that I— should be small, where — denotes differentiation

with respect to a line drawn in any direction. In other words, the properties of the

medium must not be sensibly different at points within a distance of each other, com-

parable with the " mean free path" of a molecule.—Note added June, 1879.]
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Appendix.

(Added May, 1879.)

In the paper as sent in to the Royal Society, I made no attempt to express the

conditions which must be satisfied by a gas in contact with a solid body, for I thought

it very unlikely that any equations I could write down would be a satisfactory repre-

sentation of the actual conditions, especially as it is almost certain that the stratum of

gas nearest to a solid body is in a very different condition from the rest of the gas.

One of the referees, however, pointed out that it was desirable to make the attempt,

and indicated several hypothetical forms of surfaces which might be tried. I have

therefore added the following calculations, which are carried to the same degree of

approximation as those for the interior of the gas.

It will be seen that the equations I have arrived at express both the fact that

the gas may slide over the surface with a finite velocity, the previous investigations

of which have been already mentioned;* and the fact that this velocity and the corres-

ponding tangential stress are affected by inequalities of temperature at the surface of

the solid, which give rise to a force tending to make the gas slide along the surface

from colder to hotter places.

This phenomenon, to which Professor Osborne Reynolds has given the name of

Thermal Transpiration, was discovered entirely by him. He was the first to point out

that a phenomenon of this kind was a necessary consequence of the Kinetic Theory of

Gases, and he also subjected certain actual phenomena, of a somewhat different kind,

indeed, to measurement, and reduced his measurements by a method admirably

adapted to throw light on the relations between gases and solids.

It was not till after I had read Professor Reynolds' paper that I began to recon-

sider the surface conditions of a gas, so that what I have done is simply to extend to

the surface phenomena the method which I think most suitable for treating the interior

of the gas. I think that this method is, in some respects, better than that adopted

by Professor Reynolds, while I admit that his method is sufficient to establish the

existence of the phenomena, though not to afford an estimate of their amount.

The method which I have adopted throughout is a purely statistical one. It con-

siders the mean values of certain functions of the velocities within a given element of

the medium, but it never attempts to trace the motion of a molecule, not even so far

as to estimate the length of its mean path. Hence all the equations are expressed in

the forms of the differential calculus, in which the phenomena at a given place are

connected with the space variations of certain quantities at that place, but in which

no quantity appears which explicitly involves the condition of things at a finite

distance from that place.

The particular functions of the velocities which are here considered are those of one,

two, and three dimensions. These are sufficient to determine approximately the prin-

# Sect. 12 of introduction.

MDCCCLXXIX. 2 K
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cipal phenomena in a gas which is not very highly rarified, and in which the space-

variations within distances comparable to X are not very great.

The same method, however, can be extended to functions of higher degrees, and by

a sufficient number of such functions any distribution of velocities, however abnormal,

may be expressed. The labour of such an approximation is considerably diminished

by the use of the method of spherical harmonics as indicated in the note to Section I.

of the paper.

On the Conditions to be Satisfied by a Gas at the Surface of a Solid Body.

As a first hypothesis, Jet us suppose the surface of the body to be a perfectly elastic

smooth fixed surface, having the apparent shape of the solid, without any minute

asperities.

In this case, every molecule which strikes the surface will have the normal component

of its velocity reversed, while the other components will not be altered by impact.

The rebounding molecules will therefore move as if they had come from an imaginary

portion of gas occupying the space really filled by the solid, and such that the motion

of every molecule close to the surface is the optical reflection in that surface of the

motion of a molecule of the real gas.

In this case we may speak of the rebounding molecules close to the surface as con-

stituting the reflected gas. All directed properties of the incident gas are reflected,

or, as Professor Listing might say, perverted in the reflected gas ; that is to say, the

properties of the incident and the reflected gas are symmetrical with respect to the

tangent plane of the surface.

The incident and reflected gas together constitute the actual gas close to the sur-

face. The actual gas, therefore, cannot exert any stress on the surface, except in the

direction of the normal, for the oblique components of stress in the incident and

reflected gas will destroy one another.

Since gases can actually exert oblique stress against real surfaces, such surfaces

cannot be represented as perfectly reflecting surfaces.

If a molecule, whose velocity is given in direction and magnitude, but whose line of

motion is not given in position, strikes a fixed elastic sphere, its velocity after rebound

may with equal probability be in any direction.

Consider, therefore, a stratum in which fixed elastic spheres are placed so far apart

from one another that any one sphere is not to any sensible extent protected by any

other sphere from the impact of molecules, and let the stratum be so deep that no

molecule can pass through it without striking one or more of the spheres, and let this

stratum of fixed spheres be spread over the surface of the solid we have been con-

sidering, then every molecule which comes from the gas towards the surface must

strike one or more of the spheres, after which all directions of its velocity become

equally probable.

"When, at last, it leaves the stratum of spheres and returns into the gas, its velocity
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must of course be from the surface, but the probability of any particular magnitude

and direction of the velocity will be the same as in a gas at rest with respect to the

surface.

The distribution of velocity among the molecules which are leaving the surface will

therefore be the same as if, instead of the solid, there were a portion of gas at rest,

having the temperature of the solid, and a density such that the number of molecules

which pass from it through the surface in a given time is equal to the number of mole-

cules of the real gas outside which strike the surface.

To distinguish the molecules, which, after being entangled in the stratum of spheres,

afterwards return into the surrounding gas, we shall call them, collectively, the

absorbed and evaporated gas.

If the spheres are so near together that a considerable part of the surface of each

sphere of the outer layer is shielded from the direct impact of the incident molecules

by the spheres which lie next to it, then if we call that point of each sphere which

lies furthest from the solid the pole of the sphere, a greater proportion of molecules

will strike any one of the outer layer of spheres near its pole than near its equator,

and the greater the obliquity of incidence of the molecule, the greater will be the

probability that it will strike a sphere near its pole.

The direction of the rebounding molecule will no longer be with equal probability in

all directions, but there will be a greater probability of the tangential part of its

velocity being in the direction of the motion before impact, and of its normal part

being opposite to the normal part before impact.

The condition of the molecules which leave the surface will therefore be intermediate

between that of evaporated gas and that of reflected gas, approaching most nearly to

evaporated gas at normal incidence and most nearly to reflected gas at grazing

incidence.

If the spheres, instead of being hard elastic bodies, are supposed to act on the mole-

cules at finite, though small distances, and if they are so close together that their

spheres of action intersect, then the gas which leaves the surface will be still more like

reflected gas, and less like evaporated gas.

We might also consider a surface on which there are a great number of minute

asperities of any given form, but since in this case there is considerable difficulty

in calculating the effect when the direction of rebound from the first impact is such as

to lead to a second or third impact, I have preferred to treat the surface as some-

thing intermediate between a perfectly reflecting and a perfectly absorbing surface,

and, in particular, to suppose that of every unit of area a portion f absorbs all the

incident molecules, and afterwards allows them to evaporate with velocities corres-

ponding to those in still gas at the temperature of the solid, while a portion 1—f
perfectly reflects all the molecules incident upon it.

We shall begin by supposing that the surface is the plane y z, and that the gas is

on that side of it for which x is positive.

2 k 2
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The incident molecules are those which, close to the surface, have their normal com-

ponent of velocity negative. We shall distinguish these molecules by the suffix
(x).

For these, and these only, g±
is negative.

The rebounding molecules are those which have £ positive. We shall distinguish

them by the suffix
(2).

Those which are evaporated will be further distinguished by

an accent.

Symbols without any mark refer to the whole gas, incident, reflected, and evaporated,

close to the surface.

The quantity of gas which is incident on unit of surface in unit of time, is —p^,
Of this quantity the fraction 1 —-f is reflected, so that the sign of £ is reversed, and

the fraction fis evaporated, the mean value of ^ in evaporated gas being £', where the

accent distinguishes symbols belonging to unpolarized gas at rest relative to the sur-

face, and having the temperature, 6', of the solid.

Equating the quantity of gas which is incident on the absorbing part of the surface

to that which is evaporated from it, we have

fPiii+fp^2= Q . . . (60)

Equating the whole quantity of gas which leaves the surface to the reflected and

evaporated portions

P2&=(/— !) Pi^i+fp2^2 . (61)

If we next consider the momentum of the molecules in the direction of y, that of

the incident molecules is pi^rji. A fraction (1—/) of this is reflected and becomes

(1—'f)pi^iqn and a fraction jfof it is absorbed and then evaporated, the mean value

of 7) being now—- v, namely, the velocity of the surface relatively to the gas in contact

with it.

The momentum of the evaporated portion in the direction of y is therefore —fpz£%v>
and this, together with the reflected portion, makes up the whole momentum which is

leaving the surface, or

Pz&V^if—tfpi&Vi—fpt'&'v (62)

Eliminating fp%^ between equations (61) and (62)

(
1 -f)piiiVi+p2^+ v [(

1 -f)pi^i+pd2~]=0 .... (63)

The values of functions of £ r/ and £ for the incident molecules are to be found by

multiplying the expression in equation (22) by the given function, and integrating

with respect to <f between the limits — oo and 0, and with respect to rj and £ between

the limits ± °° •

The values of the same functions for the molecules which are leaving the surface are

to be found by integrating with respect to £ from to oo

.

We must remember, however, that since there is an essential discontinuity in the
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conditions of the gas at the surface, the expression in equation. (22) is a much less

accurate approximation to the actual distribution of velocities in the gas close to the

surface than it is in the interior of the gas. We must, therefore, consider the surface

conditions at which we arrive in this way as liable to important corrections when we
shall have discovered more powerful methods of attacking the problem.

For the present, however*, we consider only terms of three dimensions or less, and

we find

i 2n r (
64

)
/*&= p(2ff)-»(K0)»(l+i«

/os&%=£pE0aj8+£p(2ir)-*K0a
8
i8

(65)

Substituting these expressions in equation (63), and neglecting a2 in comparison

with unity, we find

(2-f)pWa^+f{27r)^pnea^+2f(2TT)-%l+^){neypv=0 . . . (66)

If we write n -, ,_ w \_i/2 ,\ ,_.
G=£/*(2ir)'(2¥>) '[y-n (67)

and substitute for a/3 and a2
/3 their values as given in equations (54) and (51), and

divide by.2(p/o)*, equation (66) becomes

pAfo _3 fi d?d\_S fidd_
\dx 2 pd dxcly) 4 p# dy * '

If there is no inequality of temperature, this equation is reduced to

v=G— (69)

If, therefore, the ga,s at a finite distance from the surface is moving parallel to the

surface, the gas in contact with the surface will be sliding over it with the finite

velocity v
9
and the motion of the gas will be very nearly the same as if the stratum of

depth G had been removed from the solid and filled with the gas, there being now
no slipping between the new surface of the solid and the gas in contact with it.

The coefficient G was introduced by Helmholtz and Piotrowski under the name
of Gleitungs-coefficient, or coefficient of slipping. The dimensions of G are those of a

line, and its ratio to I, the mean free path of a molecule, is given by the equation

G=-( -— 1 \l ('0)

Kundt and Warburg found that for air in contact with glass, G=2£, whence we
find/=|-, or the surface acts as if it were half perfectly reflecting and half perfectly

absorbent. If it were wholly absorbent, G=f7.
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It is easy to write down the surface conditions for a surface of any form

.

Lefc the direction-cosines of the normal v be I, m, n
9
and let us write

— lor I -r-\-m~-+n-r*
dv ax ciy dz

We then find as the surface conditions

«-g|[(i-p)u- imv-in^+lf(l- £)(e+4d»)^

(71)

In each of these equations the first term is one of the velocity-components of the gas

in contact with the surface, which is supposed fixed ; the second term depends on

the slipping of the gas over the surface, and the third term indicates the effect of

inequalities of temperature of the gas close to the surface, and shows that in general

there will be a force urging the gas from colder to hotter parts of the surface.

Let us take as an illustration the case of a capillary tube of circular section, and for

the sake of easy calculation we shall suppose that the motion is so slow, and the

temperature varies so gradually along the tube that we may suppose the temperature

uniform throughout any one section of the tube.

Taking the axis of the tube for that of z
}
we have for the condition of steady motion

parallel to the axis
dp (d\o d\os

dz
— jA

\dx*
+

dt/j
• ^

Since everything is symmetrical about the axis, if we write r3 for ^3
+2/

2 we find as

the solution of this equation

f*=A+f &* (73)

If Q denotes the quantity of gas which passes through a section of the tube in unit

of time
Q= 2irlpwrdr

=^rf(A+i*rf) (74)

At the inner surface of the tube we have r=a, and

. 1 dp
2

4 J..

W>
,

1 dp
2 (*7E\\

nrpcr ofju dz '
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also

dw= Idv
civ 2fju clz

x

The last of equations (71) may therefore be written

^,+^+4Ga)f-|if=0 (77)

Equation (77) gives the relation between the quantity of gas which passes through

any section of the tube, the rate of variation of pressure, and the rate of variation of

temperature in passing along the axis of the tube.

If the pressure is uniform there will be a flow of gas from the colder to the hotter

end of the tube, and if there is no flow of gas the pressure will increase from the colder

to the hotter end of the tube.

These effects of the variation of temperature in a tube have been pointed out

by Professor Osborne Reynolds as a result of the Kinetic Theory of Gases, and

have received from him the name of Thermal Transpiration : a name in strict analogy

with the use of the word Transpiration by Graham.

But the phenomenon actually observed by Professor Reynolds in his experiments

was the passage of gas through a porous plate, not through a capillary tube ; and the

passage of gases through porous plates, as was shown by Graham, is of an entirely

different kind from the passage of gases through capillary tubes, and is more nearly

analogous to the flow of a gas through a small hole in a thin plate.

When the diameter of the hole and the thickness of the plate are both small com-

pared with the length of the free path of a molecule, then, as Sir William Thomson

has shown, any molecule which comes up to the hole on either side will be in very

little danger of encountering another molecule before it has got fairly through to the

other side.

Hence the flow of gas in either direction through the hole will take place very nearly

in the same manner as if there had been a vacuum on the other side of the hole, and

this whether the gas on the other side of the hole is of the same or of a different kind.

If the gas on the two sides of the plate is of the same kind but at different tempera-

tures, a phenomenon will take place which we may call thermal effusion.

The velocity of the molecules is proportional to the square root of the absolute

temperature, and the quantity which passes out through the hole is proportional to

this velocity and to the density. Hence, on whichever side the product of the

density into the square root of the temperature is greatest, more molecules will pass

from that side than from the other through the hole, and this will go on till this

product is equal on both sides of the hole. Hence the condition of equilibrium is that

the density must be inversely as the square root of the temperature, and since the

pressure is as the product of the density into the temperature, the pressure will be

directly proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature.
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The theory of thermal effusion through a small hole in a thin plate is therefore a

very simple one. It does not involve the theory of viscosity at all.

The finer the pores of a porous plate, and the rarer the gas which effuses through it,

the more nearly does the passage of gas through the plate correspond to what we have

called effusion, and the less does it depend on the viscosity of the gas.

The coarser the pores of the plate and the denser the gas, the further does the

phenomenon depart from simple effusion, and the more nearly does it approach to

transpiration through a capillary tube, which depends altogether on viscosity.

To return to the case of transpiration through a capillary tube. When the tempera-

ture is uniform

By experiments on capillary tubes of glass, MM. Kundt and Warburg found*

for the value of G for air at different pressures and at from 17° C. to 27° (A,

G=~ centimetres .... ...... (79)
p

where p is the pressure in dynes per square centimetre, which is nearly the same as

in millionths of an atmosphere. For hydrogen on glass

15G=— centimetres (80)
p

When there is no flow of gas in a tube in which the temperature varies from end to

end, the pressure is greater at the hot end than at the cold end. Putting Q= we have

ffl p6a*+ 4Ga ' ' K° '

2
r^The quantity 6~z is just double of that calculated in section (3) of the introduction,

and is therefore in C.G.S measure 0*63 -f-jp for dry air at 15° C. Let us suppose a=0'01

centimetre, and the pressure 40 millimetres of mercury, then G= '00016 centimetre.

If one end of the tube is kept at 0° C. and the other at 100° C, the pressure at the

hot end will exceed that at the cold end by about 1'2 millionths of an atmosphere,

The difference of pressure might be increased by using a tube of smaller bore and

air of smaller density, but the effect is so small that though the theoretical proof of its

existence seems satisfactory, an experimental verification of it would be difficult.

# Pogg. Ann., Jnly, 1876.


